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FaBer Matters! Conference

Feter Fisera

Biographical Details

Peter worked for SAPPI and Andritz worldwide in pulp cooking, drying processes, paper drying and coating
processes for more than 20 years. Having enough courage (he hoped) Peter started his own company

Procsim = Process Simulations 6 years ago (see also www.procsim.eu). Some of company results are on the
page "references".

Abstract

New control technology is based on virtual paper machine representing real process with accuracy similar
to the measurement instrumentation and responding to the control signals in the same way as the real

one. This opens up the new horizons to the process control.

Pulp dewatering and drying simulation is composed from physical equations reproducing processes of the
real equipment. Not only equipment parameters, but also the pulp properties are included into the
simulation. The physical simulation will create a clear picture of the process and provide more detailed
information even when the measurements for many process variables are not installed (like dryness after
press section, hood air moisture, cylinder surface temperature, etc.).

Unknown equipment or pulp parameters are derived from existing proses measurements in the validation
phase and are continuously evaluated. This opens a completely new area of applications. Installed system

observes dewatering efficiency of felt in press section and calculate the best time for felt washing. The

decreasing efficiency of heat exchangers in the recuperation is observed and the heat lost is evaluated. The

air moisture in the hood is kept exactly on defined level minimising fresh air and saving power and steam

energy. System calculates cylinder surface temperature especially in first cylinder drying group and due to
this the drying capacity can be increased up to 5% without any capital investment,

Online connected virtual paper machine enables to test, tuned and optimise controlactivities on simulator.
Only then the new set points are applied to the real process. Optimized set points from simulated future
carry out the process to the new targets using the best way there.

Virtual paper machine as off line installation supports technical design of planned PM upgrade. The

upgrade will be optimized and tuned before the project start to rule out any unpleasant surprises later. The

effectiveness of new equipment can be observed in the virtual paper machine using supplier guaranteed

parameters. This brings a massive efficiency boost for all technical issues and reduces project costs and

risks significantly.
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